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Whatâ€™s most enticing about Asia is that itâ€™s a paradox in itself. Its diversity and size is too hard to
comprehend, and perhaps thatâ€™s why many schools of geography and history give different opinions
about what Asia is composed of. Stunning natural beauty, diverse traditions & cultures, amazing
adventures and thriving modernity; Asia attracts millions travelers from far and wide. When travel
attractions in Asia are talked about, the glory of its spectacular cities is hard to surpass over. From
the bustling cosmopolitan â€˜Bangkokâ€™ to culturally rich Beijing and shopping paradise Singapore to
heart of Bollywood â€˜Mumbaiâ€™ â€“ Asia has many gorgeous cities which cast a magical spell with
characteristics of their own. Scroll down the page, and read about some most enticing cities in Asia
youâ€™ll quickly fall in love with.

Beijing, China: Come here to scale the ingenuity of the Great Wall of China, enjoy exciting Peking
Opera and get immersed with incredible ancient charm of Forbidden City. The capital of China,
Beijing does never fail to awe its visitors with its incredible architectures and imperial history &
cultures. Alongside, high quality of life and rapid modern developments in the city are just awesome.
Beijing is in fact an exciting and dynamic city with a perfect fusion of past and present, and leaves
all its visitors dazzled at the end. Visit Beijingâ€™s museums to explore class cultural highlights and
splendid historical past of Chine. Also, donâ€™t miss to have fun shopping in cityâ€™s famous shopping
districts.

Jerusalem, Israel: A city of overwhelming emotions and a place that promises spiritualism,
excitement, fun and entertainment in a single trip, this wonderful city is gleaming like a peal in the
crown of Asia tourism. Fascinating historical and archeological sites underneath the coarse exterior
give this city a splendid look. Alluring traditions and a rich lineup of colorful festivals in the city
provide unlimited fun & pleasure to travelers and the locals alike. Jerusalem is said to be the holiest
city in the world, and has been drawn thousands of pilgrims from all over the world.

Singapore: Ride the largest observation wheel in the world, experience a vibrant nightlife, explore
amazing forest life and enjoy thrilling adventure sports taking a tour to this beautiful cosmopolitan.
Nestled in Southeast Asia, Singapore has been a dream destination for travelers owing to its
wonderful mix of natural bounties and man-made splendors. Scintillating beaches, tropical rain
forests and amazing aqua & marine life make Singapore a hot favorite among eco-tourism
enthusiasts. Alongside, gorgeous historical attractions, world-class facilities, and loads of modern
entertainments make a Singapore tour worthwhile for family and fun-loving vacationers. Well-
arranged transportation and non-to-second lodging facilities leave the mark on visitorâ€™s mind.

Bangkok, Thailand: Even the first glimpse of this vibrant metropolis will leave you enchanted.
Towering skyscrapers, fascinating temples & palaces, gleaming shopping stores and amazing
traditional values make Bangkok one of the most sought after tourist spots in Asia. This beautiful
city is a political, cultural and commercial capital of Thailand, and is thronged by thousands of
travelers annually. Fondly dubbed as the â€œCity of Angelsâ€•, Bangkok presents a thriving combination of
past and present. At one side, the city boasts splendid historical attractions like Grand Palace, Wat
Aron and Vimanmek Palace complexes and gives an aesthetic treat to oneâ€™s eyes and senses, while
on other hand throbbing nightlife with limitless fun and adventures, it offers the visitors an exotic
feel. Actually Taking a Bangkok tour does never disappoint anyone.
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Sanjana Singh - About Author:
Hungry Bags is a leading travel partner that provides a wide range of tour packages like a Thailand
packages and a Singapore packages. Buying a suitable Thailand package, you can explore a
Thailand tourism with full comforts and delights.
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